
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 

King Youngblood BIG THANK LP out 02.25.22 
 

First Single “Home Is Only A House” + Lyric Visual out Today 9-10-
2021 !  

 
“Seattle has a long and storied alt rock tradition. King Youngblood is aiming to be part of the next step 
in that story, packaging thunderous alt rock for a new generation in a marriage of fresh style and 
longtime rock standbys.” -  Under the Radar, March 2021 

 

 
 

 

http://www.undertheradarmag.com/artists/king_youngblood


SEATTLE, WA – Dreaming In Color is very pleased to announce that the sophomore full-length from 
King Youngblood, BIG THANK, will be released on February 25th, 2022 under a joint deal with 
Dreaming In Color Entertainment’s new artist development division DICE LAB and Made in Memphis-
owned artist label services company Beatroot. The new single "Home Is Only A House” and its 
accompanying lyric visual can now be experienced globally via: 
 
https://found.ee/HomeIsOnlyAHouse 
 
 
Alternative Press calls King Youngblood “Seattle’s Alt Rock Princes” - they sure got that right. Twenty-two-year-
old founder and front man Cameron Lavi-Jones, along with bassist Hamoon Milaninia, drummer Alix Daniel, and 
cellist Chet Peterson have a singular mission: grab heavy guitar/drums rock by the collar and drag it into the 
willing arms of the fresh new generation of fans current fueling the world-wide resurgence of Rock. King 
Youngblood crafts beautifully crisp, deeply soulful, and elegantly strong songs. 
 
King Youngblood has been leading the rising Pacific Northwest pack long before pop’s biggest names started 
embracing cathartic rock music. Led by Black/Jewish Lavi-Jones, King Youngblood’s music is a crucial leap 
towards the future of big, guitar and rock drums-driven music. Already championed by the likes of 
multiplatinum producer Phillip Peterson (A$AP Rocky, Portugal the Man, Pink), and London Bridge studio 
owner and producer Eric Lilavois (Ayron Jones, My Chemical Romance, Macklemore, Death Cab for Cutie), the 
band’s sound incorporates a unique blend of Lavi-Jones’ heavy guitars, take no prisoners drums, virtuoso bass 
guitar and an electrified acoustic cello; all shining a light on the melodic pop hooks that underpin Lavi-Jones and 
the band’s compositions. 
 
Says Lilavois, “I believe Lavi-Jones is a force, a one-of-a-kind talent. He is a multi-threat full meal deal artist as a 
songwriter, producer in both rock and hip hop, multi-instrumentalist, activist, graphic designer, film editor and 
even an actor.  His songs are powerful and poetic full band or unplugged. Fans embrace Lavi-Jones and his band 
on many levels, largely in part to King Youngblood’s incredible, high-energy live show. Particularly with 
guitar/drums-driven Rock clearly on the rise again, King Youngblood’s emergence on the scene is well-timed.” 
Indeed, the band’s unstoppable live shows have earned them opening slots for the likes of Pearl Jam, Naked 
Giants, and recent rock chart topper Ayron Jones.  “The average age in this band is 22 but they play like 
seasoned players while keeping each show fresh and unstoppable,” adds Lilavois. 
 
Explains Beatroot’s operations manager Steve Corn, “When you see Willow Smith coming out with new 
Rock/Afropunk repertoire you know that rock is on the rise. Beatroot is making King Youngblood a priority to 
expand its artist roster deeper into pop rock, alt rock, Afropunk and all that makes up this important rock genre 
that is so deeply rooted in Seattle’s musical history. We have to tap what is once again exploding in Seattle 
now.” 
 
Lead single “Home Is Only A House”, along with its companion visual coming the 1st of October, directed by 
Afropunk star musician/director Danny Denial, is “a hard-hitting musical cavalcade about real-time processing 
the self-truth that you should never have to convince someone to be in their life” according to Lavi-Jones. ‘I 
wrote it as a means to cope with a messy, confusing, breakup. This song is an affirmation for me; a reminder to 
never settle on a situation where you have to convince someone to see your light.” 
 
A strong belief in doing what is right lies at the core of what drives Lavi-Jones and King Youngblood. A second-
generation Black/Jewish activist whose father was a member of the Black Panther Party, Lavi-Jones and King 

http://www.dreamingincolorent.com/
https://www.beatroot.com/
https://found.ee/HomeIsOnlyAHouse


Youngblood are here to put the world on notice that there is an army of dedicated, progressive young people 
determined to change the course of world history, one note at a time. That belief seeps into his creative 
expressions as a musician. Lavi-Jones: “As a black Jew, I’ve been incredibly lucky to grow up with a sense of pride 
in who I am and my dual cultures, without ever having to look at them as opposite sides of a coin. People that 
look like me as a BIPOC person have spent too much time being shoved in the shadows. I have something to say, 
and I am grateful my songs and my band give me the forum to speak my mind and lift up others.”  
 
Through the music of King Youngblood, Lavi-Jones and his compatriots have boldly declared that unironic, 
melodic rock’n’roll continues to stand tall as a vibrant medium of cathartic self-expression. 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: 
 
https://www.kingyoungblood.com/   
https://www.kingyoungblood.com/presentation    
https://www.instagram.com/kingyoungbloodmusic/ 
 
OR CONTACT EVER KIPP / EVER@TINYHUMAN.COM  
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